


While cyber insurance is by no means a replacement to good IT security practices, the policy 
provides a safety net should the unforeseen occur or for events which can be difficult to manage from an IT 
security perspective. While called cyber insurance, the policy is far broader than this name would imply and 
extends to cover a host of events including but not limited to:
• Cyber extortion
• Denial of service
• Downstream attack (your environment resulting in damages to another)
• Hacking
• Insider and privilege misuse (internal and service provider)
• Malware
• Physical theft and loss (both devices and physical hard copy data)
• Threats posed by third party access into a client environment

Most organisations store or process data and have IT operations; cyber insurance has been tailored 
to address network and data privacy risks, addressing a number of risks which have traditionally been 
uninsurable. Items worth considering when contemplating cyber insurance include:

• Dependence on data and systems?
- If access to these was removed, could you recover from scratch and if so how long would it take 

and at what cost?

•  What data do you store/process/have access to?
- What could the impact be if data were lost or compromised (own and 3rd party)?

• If an incident occurred, who would you get to investigate and assist in recovering from the incident?
-  Are they equipped to conduct a proper forensic investigation?
- What would it cost to conduct a forensic investigation?
- What could the potential impact be of not investigating and managing an incident correctly?

• What could liability and defence costs total?

• Do you have coverage gaps in your existing cover?
 
Incident response is a cornerstone of a cyber insurance policy. As such we at ITOO have put together an 
incident response panel comprising highly regarded and experienced incident response providers, who 
are accessible via our 24/7 incident response hotline.

We hope that this will assist you in considering taking out cyber insurance cover. 

For more information contact your insurance broker.
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DISCLAIMER: This document is provided for information purposes only and should not be relied upon in assessing or determining coverage. Coverage for 
any claim is determined by the facts of the particular claim and the insurance policy wording as issued.


